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A study of coupled bunch instabilities for llie APS stor-
age ring is presented. The instabilities are driven l>y Ilie
higher-order modes of the fifteen 352-MHz single-cell 15F cav-
ities. These modes ate modeled using the 2-0 cavity program
l'HMF.L[l]. The program ZAP[2] is then used to estimate the
growl!: time of the instabilities for an equally-spaced bunch
|i<i(lcrn. The cavity modes most responsible for the instabili-
ties will be singled OH! for damping.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the eventual goals of Hie Advanced Photon Source
(APS) main ring is the capability lo store 3UII mA in many
lmni'hes[3]. It is therefote valuable to investigate the cur-
rent limits imposed by coupled-bunch motion instabilities which
may jeopardize this goal. Instabilities of bunch motion in the
longitudinal or transverse plane may occur when slowly decay-
ing wakefiefds generated by a hunch passiii? through vacuum
chamber discontinuities are felt by following bunches. Nor-
mally, the higher-order modes (HOM's) of HF cavities are the
largest contributors of slowly decaying wakcfiVMs and, there-
fore, of conpled-bnnch instabilities. The wakeuVlds produced in
cavities are usually described as high-Q resonator impedances
for t-ach MOM. The design of the APS cavities can be found in
reference [3].

Computer calculations of the HOW impedances of the main
ring single-cell UF cavity are presented. Then the cnrrnil limit
due to the impedances of the fifteen RF cavities is estimated.
The results give a clear indication that cures against the in-
stabilities are required for the operation of the ring. One cure
is lo attach tuned dampers to the cavity in order to reduce
the shunt impedance of the strongest 110M"s. To assist the
dampers, one may implement, systematic geometry differences
(slight elongation of the cavities) in all or groups of cavities lo
spread the HOM resonant frequencies across a number of rev-
olution harmonics. This reduces the chance that many cavity
HOM's contribute to the same coupled-bunch mode instability.
The required deQing effect of lhe tuned dampers is estimated.

II. CAVITY IMPEDANCES

In order lo predict 1 he longitudinal and transverse coupled-
bunch instability limits, one would ideally make impedance
measurements on all cavities to be installed in the ting. Since
I he cavities are not built yet. one can model I he iiionopole ami
dipole cavity modes using l'HMEL[l], which uses a rectangular
grid on the radial-longitudinal plane. An output file provides
the resonant frequency / r , the shunt impedance R.. and the
quality factor Q for each HOM. Tables 2 and 3 list the strongest
modes below (he cut-off frequency of the cavity beaimpipe.

Since the rectangular grid can't fit the spherical contour of
the cavity exactly and since the real cavity is not cylindrically
symmetric (due to the RF power coupling loop and various
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ports), one would expect the measured frequencies of an as-
sembled cavity to differ from the UKMEL calculation. The
measured frequencies of a prototype cavity are reported in [4].
The I'liMEL frequencies should therefore be takrji as uncer-
tain to some extent. For conservative estimates of the couptcd-
biiucli instability growth rales, the frequencies will be shifted to
(lie closest positive revolution frequency harmonic synchrotron
sideband.

In addition, the Q of eacli I1OM may be lower in the n-a!
cavity due lo the^influence of the Rl* power coupling loop. It is
expected however that the measured value of R,/Q should no!
change appreciably from lhe calculated one.

This paper will include only HOM's with frequency lower
than the cut-off frequency for the 7-cm radius beam pipe con-
necting (tie RF cavities. However, standing wave niotli-s can
be trapped in these sections. The TM mode cutoff h«|iienry
for 7-cm radius is l.'i GHz while the cutoff frequency for tin-
regular elliptical vacuum chamber is 4.5 (SHz. All nimlrs of in-
termediate frequencies can be trapped. 1'HMEI, can evaluate
the impedance contributed by ihesi>. and they art- by no means
negligible.

Absorbing materials placed in these regions will damp Ilirce
modes. I will assume that strong damping is jmirh more i-nsily
achched for these modes than for the lower UOM's. and no
further study is required for the moment.

III. RING PARAMETERS

Table 1 lists the relevant ring parameters for the stability
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calculations. The bunch length used in the calculations lakes
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into account single bunch intensity efterls for a hunch enrreut
of ."j mA according to a pseudo-Green function nietliad[o]. The
energy spread is not affected however. Since 5 in A is close to
the transverse mode coupling limit[5]. the IHIIHIKT of bunches
for a total current of 3(10 in A is set. at 5-1. which must bv a
factor of h for the application of most calculalkmal methods of
growth rates of coupled-bunch instabilities.

IV. COUPLED-BUNCH MODES GROWTH RATE

The threshold current for instabilities in election storage
rings is determined liy the partially cancelling action of insta-
bility growth and the synchrotron radiation damping late. The
instability growth is proportional to the stored current, while
the radiation dam.; ing rale is constant. The current threshold
is then defined as the current at which the instability growth is
equal to the damping rate. All growth rates will be calculated
for /=:$W) mA. The current threshold will be extrapolated from

= 30flmA (1)

The coupled-bunch modes treated i« this section are those pro-
duced by a symmetric bunch pattern, i.e. bunches Miat are
equally spaced and equally charged so thai the (tftiue of ref-
en-sice of one bunch is equivalent to that of another. The
coupled-bunch modes are then rather simple. The amplitude
of all bunches is the same, and the phase separation of the mo-
tion of each succcsive bunch is A<J = 2xm/ii|, where n-, is the
number of bunches (ut, must be a factor of Ihe RF harmonic
number) and >'< is the couplcid-bunch mode number vvticte where
t) < in < i?t - 1.

For the longitudinal plane the growth rale of p."»ch longitu-
dinal mode in is determined by Ihe values of a5S longittulinnl
impedances sampled at revolution harmonic syt'.rSirolroii 5«"l"-
bands

where p is an integer. / . is the synchrotron frcqumcy. « is llu-
synchrotron mode number (for dipote mode. i i= l} . /$ IK tin-
revolution freimency. For a conservative estimate of lite current
thrcsho'd. we consider the clipolc synchialroit mudi* («i = I}.
since iiighci nnler syiichrottoii modes grow more slowly.

The positive revolution harmonic sidebands (;J > I)) con-
tribute to growth, and (he negative ones (ji < UJ contribute to
damping. It follows from this I hat if a HOM causes growth fur
mode m, then it will cause damping for the «(,— m mode.

Simil.uly for the transverse motion, the r'-levanl c|n.iniiiii-s
are Ihe transverse impedances from dipole IIUMs and rvvobj-
tion harmonic belalrvn sideband froifiienrics / , , s= [pm. 4 m +
''x)/o + o/'- The horizontal motion is considered here, tlu-n*-
foie we se' fj. = vs. For zrro chroinalicity. tlie groivlh rat<- is
greatest for Ihe rigid bunch mod?. »=II. Ilvre pofilivp p O.TIISC-S
dam|)iu^ and negative yi causes growth — Ihe o]>{>o*ilc of lon-
gitiKliual motion.

A. Conservalht estimates

If the resonant frequency of a liionopole 11OM happvfiR to
equal one of the posilive /p's. then Ihe growth of a j>.ir!ioul;>r
longilitiliiial couplpd-bitnch mode is maximal for tlml HUM.
The growth rate formula iu the IVaug formaiism[i>] option of
ZAP[i] reduces to approximalcly

tt-iMi F =; 1. and similarly for She transverse motion and dipoh-
U O J i s

Since one cannot easily control the IIOM fretmritrfes. one inusl
assume that some of ihe cavil v DOM'5 tvi!) fall 011 such a fre-
quency. The widths of the resonances {A/ = / , / ( ? J art* much
narrower (of order HI kllzj than the spacing between ibeli.irm-
fnl revolution liar monks (2i"IkHi). Therefore it would sewn
thai there is a only a small chance that a HOM from 110 more
than one cavity will accidentally fall on or close enough to a
harmonic sideband. Tables 2 and 3 show Ihe worsl-case growth
rate for J=31H) inA due to 1 he strongest individual HOM's from
a single cavity, as calculated by ZAP or equations 3 and 1. t'n-
forlunately Ihe desired 3l)D jnA current is sn lars;? that tin1

sttong.est tiKutc I53i> WIT.) of a ?inj;li- cavity nnx\ only b<- ."Jli
kHz atvny on either sidt; of a revolution liaiummi in c.-insi- in-
stablity. Thus there is a 255! chance thai Ihe 5-U» MHz mode
of any one cavity will cause instability. With |i> cavities, tliv
growth rale for 3MII mA will very likely exceed the rndialion
damping rale, ltediicini; tlie»'hnul impedance is necessary.

B. Systematic cavities mottijications eomhinul with ilt Qimj

It all or some of live resonant frequencies dilfvr among caviiif.*
one can reduce the chance at two lIOM's addiu^ to (lit- RIOU-III
of I he same coupled-bunch niodc[T]. The IIOM frcipivncics need
lo be at least /o apart. The cavities can be modified by invi'it-
ing shims between the center n|iialur)<il ring of the cavity and
tint two nose cone setlioiis. The proposed cavity eloug.Minii is



along the beam axis. URMEL was used lo estimate the rale
at which resonant frequencies decrease as a function of shim
Ihi'-kupss. T:il>lt» -J summarizes the results- The quantity 1/r
dues no I include radiation damping, so I he values shmi'n slioiiM
be compared lo ]/r<=-"J]5sec~ l . Conveniently. Ihe fuudameti-

Table 4
Shimming the HF cavity am! dcQiug monopole HOM's
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tal mode is hardly influenced. To spread the frequencies of the
strongest HOM by a sufficient amount. I assume all cavities are
shimmed in increasing thickness by steps of 1 mm. This sepa-
rates 1 he 530 MHz modes by about 2.5/g from one cavity (o the
next. All the other mode frequencies are separated by about
(wire as inn di-

ll would seem that the conservative reliinale of growth rale
in I he previous subsection {shown in Tables 2 and 3} applies ex-
actly lo this situation since no two cavities have the same HOM
frequencies. However, with 54 possible longitudinal modes for
o-l bunches, and 15x6=90 individual I10M"s il is likely (hat
many coupled-bnuch modes will be influenced by more than
one HOM thtotigh aliasing, i.e., fr\ = 0'i"* +'"+"*)/<> and
/r2 = il't'tb 4- "i + "s)fo with ]>i ^ j>2- But it is also likely
Ihal some HOM's will cancel each other in their damping and
anii-ilampiug effect on many modes. This statistical problem
should be further studied. For Iliis report I will assume that in
this fifteen cavity system, there is only one 110M fully exciting
some coupled-bunch mode.

Installing dampers to lower the shunt impedance and Q of in-
dividual modes can greatly reduce the growth rates. However,
a lower Q means a wider impedance function, ami a larger
probability that a 11OM will contribute significantly to some
coupled-bunch mode growth even if the HOM is nol centered
on a revolution harmonic sideband. Table 4 lists the maximum
growth rates for the cavities with a. deQing factor of 10. The
HOM"s are considered individually. The basic result is that
the growth rales are scaled by exactly the deQing factor. Cou-
pled bunch modes associated wilh adjacent revolution harmon-
ics (not. shown) were calculated to have a growth rate of lu'/t
or less than those corresponding to the main excited coupled
Iniudi mode. One can specify the minimum deQing by compar-
ing the growth rate ivil.li (he radiation damping rate, and one
finds thai lite largest deQing factor for longitudinal HOM's is
4. These low deQing factors may well occur naturally due to
the input RF coupling loop without the aid of dampers.

The transverse I1OM treatment gives similar results except
that I lie 598 MHz mode does not shift appreciably with shims.
This is because the electric fields of (his HOM have no longi-
tudinal variation. The spread of the 588 MHz HOM for fif-
teen cavities wilh lmiu incremental shim thickness is about 1.2

MHz. enough lo cover 5 revolution harmonics. When <K-Qing
this mode one should consider each coujjed-bumcfi mode to be
fully excited by three cvi t ics . Table 5 shows Ihai llie UOM

Table 5
Shimming fli? RF cavity ami ili'Qiiig iTjpol" HOM's
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needing I he mosl deQins is I he 5?5 MHz moiU*.
Instead of making a!! cavities dilli'i-'iil one can make groups

of cavities with ihe same shimming. However I his will increase
the required deQing of the modes by a factor between I ami
the number of cavities in Ihe gronp. The exact deQinj; faclor
depends on the statistical distribution of frequency shift due lo
construction lolcrauces and other imponderables.

V. CONCLUSION

The growth rale for instabilities were evaluated for reason-
ably pessbnislic cases. 'HIP deQiiing requirement? fur mo>:l of
the HOM's are modest if all cavities are shimmed differently.
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